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but we have not seen the ascetic named Trikalanatha, on Mount Kanakakuta. The
people who live near that mountain say that the mountain is inaccessible, that no one
can go there; so no one tries to go. For:
 1.	A man shall defend his possessions for the event of misfortune, but shall
defend his wife (if necessary) even with his possessions;  himself however he
shall always defend, even with [at the sacrifice of] both his wife and his posses-
sions.	And so:
 2.	Wife, fortunes, fields, and a son, also salutary works, may be replaced again
and again, but the body we have only for once.
 3.	A prudent man should not undertake fruitless tasks, those which come to a
bad end, those which imply destruction, and those which are impossible to
perform."
Hearing this the king reflected:
 4.	" What is an excessive load for the strong ?   What is distance for the strenu-
ous ?   What country is foreign to the learned ?   Who is an enemy to those who
speak kindly ?
 5.	Mount Meru is high, the sea hard to cross, and tasks difficult, only so long
as energetic men do not attempt them."
So the king put on his magic sandals and went to that mountain, and saw the ascetic
seated in the lotus-posture, with his eyes fixt on the end of his nose. And he reflected
in his heart:
 6.	" In a cave or in a city, or on a desert mountain, or in disguise, or at home,
those whose minds are ever submerged in the nectar-sea of pure thought have
crost over the very deep, living sea of existence, and are saved; let preachers
of doctrines always declare that their minds are such!
 7.	Happy is he who, self-composed, takes, up the * lotus-seat' ascetic posture,
and, contracting his buttocks below and pressing his anus up aloft, gradually
overcomes the vital air [anila] and holds it in check by the power of the life-
breath [prana]; and after it [the vital air] has come united into the cavity of
the su§umna-artery, he brings it then up to the brahma-suture [in the top of
the skull], and sends it forth into the vault of heaven, and attains a state of feel-
ing like Qiva."
So he stood before him, making obeisance. Then the ascetic said: " 0 Vikramaditya,
Prince of Generosity in this debased age, why have you come hither ?" And the
king said: " O ascetic, to see your worship. Today the toil of my wanderings has
become fruitful. Since:
8.	Sometimes by chance those who wander on random paths meet with some
man who knows what is truly fitting; and if they wander thru life with him, the
toil of their existence becomes fruitful."
Hearing this the ascetic was pleased, and gave him three things, a cloth, a piece of
chalk, and a (magic) wand, and told him their powers: " With the chalk an army is
traced, which toucht with the wand held in the right hand is animated, and does any-
thing desired; and toucht with the left hand it departs again. With the cloth any-
thing you can think of, such as gold, grain, garments, ornaments, and the like, is
produced/' Thereupon, the king took leave of the ascetic; and aa he was coming back,
on the way he saw a certain man who was making preparations to mount a funeral
pile, and said to Mm: " Sir, who are you, and what are you doing ? " And he said:

